A break-down of PIMP Michael's Spiritual Brothel
Selling Point #1...females go into detail bout Archangel Michael's sweet sweet armor.
Selling Point #2... females going on about Archangel Michael's army of legions as a high ranking
commander.
Selling Point #3... His HUGE sword. Sexy. Look how this person drones on about big his sword is
along with her other friends. Swords being a traditionally manly weapon. And ..muscles, and
arms.
Freudian Phallic Symbols (ONLY TAKE A LOOK AT THE AMOUNT OF TIMES SWORD APPEARS)

Selling Point #4...Letting the Mike-sters take care of all your anxiety and worries by invocation
without actually dealing with issues"Leaving your worries behind with the Angels"
Selling Point #5...Capturing the attention of women or mens at their most vulnerable psychic
moments, death, or budding psychic power.
Selling Point #6... The handy dandy flexible angel.......Invoke him anytime you need concierge,
Protection of your stuff, spiritual protection, traveling protection, job safety, life purpose.....the
list goes on. http://www.angeltherapy.com/archangel-michael

MY REGULAR POINTS, on GLARING INCONSISTENCIES.
Regular Point #6... Channelers RARELY verify the vision of Michael behind the armor and glaive.
There is no quality check but acceptance of the images beamed into the mind. The chances of a
man in armor on a pegasus with a flamey sword existing in a literal sense, is astronomically low
for multi-dimensional beings. Therfore, the exact image or view/composition of the entity that
is being channeled has never been tested as of yet. It has been merely been accepted as 100%
legitimate. Example : made of vapor or light or information..... not a reinterpretation of biblical
new age thoughts.
Regular Point #7...Channelings are ridiculously long at times with predictions and love and light.
These channelings NEVER mention an end to reincarnation being in a 'vessel' or an alternative
view apart from being squishy light workers, scrambling to beat the dark foes like some kind of
galactic power rangers. #mission, Example: ending up in a universe that has no polarity or other
unfathomable concepts *the consciousness presented to us in the writings only speaks of the
constant war this and that*
Big ASS Glaring Point #8...There is NO amount of cosmic knowledge presented in these
channelings such as formulae or scientific knowledge of even the most basic physics of our
planet, much less higher concepts that would even allude to advanced mathematics. The sizes
or amount of dimensions, ...estimates of eons of how long wars have occured on earth or even
in the higher dimensions, absolutley nothing. Everything is written as if no one knew any
mathematics or history *females cough* which says a lot. Because we all know females are bad
at math in todays education system. As mostly females write these. That suggests the
compelling force is not to understand or to advance as a SOUL, but merely parrot thought
forms and visions as long as you repeat "love and light".

Other dubious Instances in History of what Archangel Michael says:
Michael the punisher if you dont do what he says:
“Why do you act cowardly, and are negligent in what two times now I have commanded you?
Do you want to be punished once again for your disobedience? Arise, and have diligence in
making known what I have commanded to you.”
Joan of Arc one of the first known woman to see and hear Archangel Michael, with
similarities to todays women.
By "Gods Order" and a Vision of Michael, Joan of Arc (with no military training) is given
tactical advice for the war

Channeling Keywords from Archangel M. from Channelers
#Beloved Ones #mission #light #StarSeed (Implies we are aliens depending on Micheal? Wtf?)
#god #cosmic #bluerprint #thought forms #lessons #illusion #soul #test #wayshowers (???
sounds like a dated word, when was it first used?) #dear ones #light #love #I AM (insert angel
name here or gfol) #dimensional #earth #ascending #divine #ascension #Sananda
Stupid Keywords Used by The Michael Crowd
#Diamond Core God Cell
#Diamond Light
#Ring-Pass-Not (matrix shield LOL)
#Diamond Star Fire (illuminati omg)
#Diamond Codes
#It can be so, Dear Ones. All you need do is believe!
# I AM Archangel Michael.

A visual study of the most overused Archangel Michael Image on the
net because (art theory and criticism).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

First Impressions Big Ass (Phallic Looking Sword)
Androgeny
Elaborate Golden Armor
Holding the Heart Chakra area
Blue and Purple (Symbolic of Dimension or Aura or mental
fields)
6. To strike down, hand movement.
7. Sacred Geometry Flower thing of life top *similar*
8. Looks like an eye *top geometry*
9. The image is poorly rendered or an old image that has not been
updated for web 2.0.
10.
The Image does not display that muscled power from the
descriptions of the women. Strange.

SIDE NOTE INTUITIONS:
1. So the greys are in a collective hive of archon influences. ......... the GFOL and other religions
also want this collective hive to be joined by humans. as in galactic center. heaven. etc
2. Sensing that the GFOl and the ancient archons of the nag hammadi are competing demiurge
gangs.

3. Channelers or even those prone to joining cults like heaven's gate:
Eagerness to please someone, in cult or invisible ethereal world.
4. Most channelings are written by the channeler and their level of literacy. Hence the disparity
in some writings. This presents the question of, is the entity A.M. using their level of
intelligence to put out it's information or are the women tapping into the thought form and
recombining ideas over and over to get that 'spiritual high' of being tapped into something?

Resources
(Eagerness to please the archangels, and selling points about his sweet ass armor)
http://soulevolutioncenter.com/blog/psychic-experience-angels-connecting-archangel-michaelmediumship-exercise/
(He has legions of armies yo)
http://www.carolpate.com/tag/remote-viewing/
(Someone else droning about his sweet ass armor and muscles)
https://othersidepsychic.com/

(Archangel Michael the Psychological Band -Aid) Leaving your worries behind with the Angels
http://www.thepsychicwell.com/metaphysics/am-i-psychic/exercises-for-psychicdevelopment/exercises-for-working-with-the-angels/
http://hoodoopsychics.com/susan-barnes.html (Sexy Arms Mike)

(For an updated list of Stupid Channelings from any beings go here)
https://lightworkers.org/category/channeling/

Vindictive Quote 1
http://www.mysticsofthechurch.com/2016/02/the-miraculous-apparitions-of-st.html

Fight my wars joan
http://www.joan-of-arc.org/joanofarc_life_summary_visions.html
(Diamond Light)
http://sananda.website/archangel-michael-via-celia-fenn-december-31st-2016/
(Clap your hands and believe)
http://sananda.website/archangel-michael-via-victoria-cochrane-november-16th/
(Cool READ: RV'ed Grey Collective/Draconian)
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_dulcebook19.htm
(He protect all your stuff)
http://www.angeltherapy.com/archangel-michael

